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Star Army Step Ladder, Type 42

The Star Army Step Ladder, Type 42 is a utility ladder used by the Star Army of Yamatai.

Price: 50 KS

History

Star Army Logistics requested a high-quality step ladder design from Ketsurui Zaibatsu in YE 42 for use in
the Star Army. The design was delivered within the day and mass-production began immediately in
Central Uesureya, Yamatai (Planet). The ladder can also be produced in any Standard Star Army
Fabrication Area.

Description

The Type 42 Step Ladder has three steps and a standing platform at the top. The top of the ladder has a
bucket tray to hold tools. The ladder can be folded flat and has a carrying handle on the platform. It is
very stable and can support up to 250 kilograms (550 lbs).

The ladder's frames and steps are made of Aluminum-Durandium Alloy and Cerastic on the feet, tray, and
hinge covers. No-skid pads are attached to the top of each step and to the working platform. The Star
Army Hinomaru insignia is on the top tray.
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The ladder comes in multiple Star Army color schemes, such as silver with light blue accents or blue with
gray accents.

Usage

This model of step ladder is usually used for things like painting and replacing lights.

Spread the ladder's legs to open the ladder into the working position. Pull the handle of the platform
upward to collapse the ladder.
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This ladder is not for use in very low or unstable gravity or during intense shaking and variable G-forces.

OOC Notes

Wes created this article on 2020/02/19 04:08. Wes offered this explanation of this article: “Zack, back
when he was around, had an article called the Na-SL32 which was a basic step ladder. It was often
pointed to as an example of how obscure the Star Army wiki could get. When he left, he asked for his
contributions to be removed and the ladder was one of them. So this ladder article is a sort of spiritual
successor to that one.”
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